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1 Introduction

Optical coherence tomography (OCT) has become one of the most powerful imaging modalities over the last two decades due to its useful capability of generating high-resolution cross-sectional images of biological tissue with excellent sectioning ability (1- to 10-μm resolution). Its capability of high-resolution imaging is achieved through light temporal coherence gating together with confocal detection using optical fiber-based system. OCT has already become a clinical diagnostic tool for structural (anatomical) imaging as well as therapeutic monitoring in ophthalmology for many years. In addition to its usage in ophthalmology, it has drawn an increased attention in other medical disciplines, for example, dermatology, gastroenterology, cardiology, and neurology. Parallel with the rapid development of light source and detection techniques, OCT has been explored and extended drastically not only for structural imaging but also for functional imaging, such as optical microangiography (OMAG).

The OCT-based angiography is now lifting the OCT applications to a new height since it can noninvasively provide functional information about the dynamics of blood vessel networks, which is otherwise difficult to obtain by the use of the traditional OCT for which the contrast mechanism is based on light backscattering. This functional information is likely to provide insights that can improve our understanding of the pathophysiology of various disease conditions that have vascular involvement. In ophthalmology, for example, diabetic retinopathy (DR) often involves retinal capillary complications and neovascularization; glaucoma is associated visual field loss that is highly correlated with reduction in retinal blood flow; and neovascular age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is characterized by the presence of choroidal neovascularization, accounting for the majority of AMD-related vision loss. Without a need for exogenous contrast agent, the recent OCT-based angiography has indicated its great advantage over the current clinical standard imaging techniques for visualizing functional retinal blood vessels, such as fluorescein angiography (FA) and indocyanine green angiography.

To understand the current various OCT angiography methods, we first revisit the OCT signals in Fourier-domain OCT (FD-OCT), which can be approximated by assuming a light source with Gaussian shaped power spectral density:

\[ I_{OCT}(k) = 2r_I I_0 \frac{\gamma}{2k_0} \sum_{j=1}^{n} r_S(z_j) \gamma[2(z - z_j)] \times \exp[-2k_0(z - z_j)], \]  

(1)

\[ I_{OCT}(k) = A(z) \exp[-i\Phi(z)], \]  

(2)

where \( I_{OCT}(k) \) denotes the raw spectrum detected in k space; \( r_I I_0 \) is the reference arm field reflectance; the summation \( \sum_{j=1}^{n} \) denotes n simultaneously detected backscattering events; \( r_S(z_j) \) is the sample arm field reflectance for the jth backscattered event that was detected from depth \( z_j \); \( \gamma[2(z - z_j)] \) is the normalized temporal autocorrelation function, which denotes the coherence gating ability of the light source and...
provides the axial resolution of OCT; \( \exp[-i2k_0(z - z_j)] \) is the phase term associated with the \( j \)th backscattered event originated from the depth \( z_j \). The right hand side of Eq. (1) is the depth \( z \) encoded complex OCT function after taking the inverse Fourier transform of the detected \( k \) spectrum, and its magnitude denotes the structural OCT image. Note that for brevity, the SD-OCT configuration, in which a line array detector is used for the detection of spectral interferograms, is considered for the most parts of discussions below. However, there is no reason to believe that these discussions are not applicable to swept-source (SS)-OCT configuration.

The OCT signal after Fourier transformation contains both magnitude and phase information, as indicated in Eq. (2), which have both been explored, either individually or combined, to develop angiographic methods for the purpose of contrasting the blood flow within living tissue. Therefore, the various angiographic approaches can be roughly categorized but not limited into three groups: (1) angiography based on both the magnitude and phase of OCT signal, i.e., complex signal; (2) angiography based on the magnitude of OCT signal, and (3) angiography based on the phase of OCT signal.

In this review, the development of OCT angiography in each category is described, and the principle of each algorithm is briefly introduced. Then, potential directions for future development of OCT angiography are discussed. At last, we compare and discuss the performance of several recent angiography approaches that were reported with clinical applications, including OMAG, speckle variance, phase variance, split-spectrum amplitude decorrelation angiography (SSADA), and correlation mapping. These methods are evaluated using two sets of clinical data acquired from one normal and one pathological subject, respectively. It should be noted that this review is intended to give readers a general survey of the principles of existing OCT angiography approaches, which provide en-face blood vessel network visualization with an emphasis on those that were recently reported in the literature.

2 Principle and Development of Optical Coherence Tomography-Based Angiography

2.1 Angiography Based on the Complex Optical Coherence Tomography Signal

The first demonstration of OCT angiography within this category, to our knowledge, was proposed by Wang et al., in 2007, in which a novel processing method was presented to explore the changes in signal frequency embedded in raw spectrum in \( k \)-space. There are a number of factors that may cause a change in the OCT signal frequency relative to the signal due to static tissue background. These factors include, for example, the Doppler effect that induces optical frequency shift and the change in backscattering due to the particles that are moving in and out of the OCT-probe volume during imaging. The changes in signal frequency cause the changes in phase of the OCT signal. This new optical angiography approach was initially termed as OAG, and later renamed as OMAG. In order to avoid confusion with ultrahigh sensitive OMAG that will be discussed in the next section, we will use the abbreviation OAG in this section.

In theory, as indicated in Eq. (1) the phase of the OCT signal at the depth \( z \) is \( 2k_0(z - z_j) \) if single moving particle at depth \( z_j \) is considered. This consideration is sometimes useful to better understand this algorithm due to its simplicity. In this case, the phase change, \( \Delta \Phi \), between two A-lines within a time interval \( t \) originates from the depth change of the moving particle as \( \delta z \) so that

\[
\Delta \Phi = 2k_0\delta z.
\] (3)

Assuming the moving particle is with a velocity \( v_j \), such that \( \delta z = v_jt \), Eq. (3) can be rewritten as

\[
\Delta \Phi = 2k_0v_jt.
\] (4)

Considering the equivalent Doppler shift due to the movement of particle as \( \omega_j \), the phase difference induced by this Doppler shift can be expressed as

\[
\Delta \Phi = \omega_jt.
\] (5)

Comparing Eqs. (4) and (5) leads to

\[
v_j = \frac{\omega_j}{2k_0}.
\] (6)

Equation (6) indicates that the velocity of moving particle can also be acquired from the Doppler shift \( \omega_j \). The raw data in \( k \)-space for each B-scan is a two-dimensional (2-D) array with vertical axis being the \( k \) component (i.e., \( k \) axis) and the longitudinal axis being the lateral scanning position \( x \). The latter variable, \( x \), can also be regarded in time \( t \) as \( t \) axis. The nature of light temporal coherence determines that the interference fringe comes from the coherent addition of the electric fields originating from both the sample and the reference arms. For each \( k \) component in the \( k \)-space, the inclusion of moving particle with \( \omega_j \) at the time \( t \) leads to a change in phase \( \Delta \Phi \), resulting in a change in fringe signal in the \( k-t \) space. The change in fringe frequency for each particular \( k \) component would correspond to a change in the frequency of phase \( \Delta \Phi \), determined by Doppler shift \( \omega_j \). Thus, \( \omega_j \) in the \( k-\omega \) space can be determined by taking Fourier transformation along \( t \) axis in the \( k-t \) space. A typical \( k-\omega \) space by using a piezoelectric mirror in the sample arm with velocity \( v_j \) is illustrated in Fig. 1(a).\(^{20}\) However, biological tissue is optically heterogeneous, which would induce a frequency broadening around the DC components, as indicated by Wang et al.,\(^{23}\) providing insights into the influence of optically heterogeneous properties of biological tissue upon angiographic results. Considering multiple flow velocities presented within a sample, a typical distribution of Doppler shifts at one particular \( k \) component is indicated in Fig. 1(b).\(^{22}\) The frequency broadening due to the static tissue background is illustrated in gray around zero frequency while the Doppler shifts due to the moving particles are in red. For clarity, we term such processing scheme as Doppler domain processing method.

A modulation frequency \( f_m \) was introduced into the OCT signals by using a piezoelectric mirror in the reference arm\(^{19}\) or offsetting the galvoscanner,\(^{21,22}\) which shifted all the Doppler frequencies, as shown in Fig. 1(b) by \( f_m \). This fact leads to that most Doppler frequencies would have positive values. Hence, taking the Hilbert transform of the 2-D \( k-t \) space data along the time \( t \) axis followed by the Fourier transform along the \( k \) axis leads to a separation of flow with negative \( \omega \) values appearing in negative depth plane from the rest of pixels appearing in positive depth plane. With this treatment, researchers
successfully demonstrated the visualization of the cerebral microcirculation in adult live mice with either skull left intact or skin left intact. In addition, a side product of such treatment is that it enables the full-range complex OCT imaging of biotissues without any additional modification in the conventional OCT system, doubling the ranging distance for FD-OCT.

Compared with Doppler OCT that utilizes phase-resolved information, OAG generates flow images with higher contrast since its flow signal appears in the negative depth plane that is free of background noise. The advantage of this processing method over Doppler OCT was also reported by Szkulmowski et al., where it is found through simulations that at higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Doppler domain processing method has the similar contrast to that of Doppler OCT. However, at lower SNR signals, it delivers substantially better contrast over Doppler OCT. Later Tao et al. proposed to use a modified Hilbert transform algorithm without a need of a modulation frequency. In this work, after Fourier transform of 2-D k-t space data along time t axis, a frequency-shifted Heaviside step function was applied to exclude the unwanted Doppler frequencies in k-ω space, which leaves only relative large positive ω. This operation is equivalent to shifting all the Doppler frequencies by a modulation frequency with only relative large magnitude ω left as negative values, as proposed in Ref. Then Fourier transform is applied along the k axis to generate the volumetric flow network as demonstrated by imaging a live chicken embryo. The Doppler domain processing method entails dense A-scans in one B-scan to ensure enough sampling points to acquire the Doppler shifts. From Eq. (4), the maximum detectable velocity is

\[
v_{\text{max}} = \frac{\pi}{2k_0 t}.
\]

Thus, an increase of A-scan rate, hence a reduction of the time interval t, leads to an increase of velocity detection range.

Alternatively, as indicated from Eq. (1), the Fourier transform of the raw spectrum in k-space leads to OCT signals in complex number, which can be directly analyzed to image the blood flow. Although not in the domain of OCT-based angiography, Wang et al. reported, in 2004, the first utilization of the complex number including both phase and magnitude information in FD-OCT for flow identification by calculating the so-called Doppler variance \(\sigma^2\), which was defined as

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{1}{T^2} \left\{ 1 - \frac{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} |f_j(z) \cdot f_{j+1}(z)|}{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} |f_j(z) \cdot f_j^*(z)|} \right\},
\]

where \(T\) is the time interval between adjacent A-scans; \(N\) is number of A-line scans employed for averaging; \(j\) is the index of A-line scan within \(N\); \(f_j(z)\) is the complex OCT results after Fourier transform of the k space spectrum; \(f_j^*(z)\) is the complex conjugate of \(f_j(z)\). The scanning protocol belongs to Doppler domain processing method, where the dense A-line scans are performed within one B-scan and the Doppler variance is evaluated between neighboring A-line scans. Here, the Doppler variance is similar to the concept of phase variance. The flow contrast comes from the summation of complex number multiplications \(\sum_{j=1}^{N} |f_j(z) \cdot f_{j+1}(z)|\), where \(f_j(z)\) tends to lead to smaller results. In essence, it estimates the variance of \(f_j(z)\) within \(N\) averaging window, which depends on the flow velocity distribution. Thus, the variations of flow velocity would lead to a larger Doppler variance. Later, Yu and Chen extended this work to perform angiography of the retina and choroid by the use of Doppler variance with histogram-based bulk motion compensation. In this work, one three-dimensional (3-D) scan contains 128 B-scans each of which consist of 2048 dense A-line scans covering 2.5 mm \(\times\) 2.5 mm area. One key feature of the Doppler variance is that Doppler OCT can also be readily performed since Doppler variance and Doppler OCT share the same scanning protocol while Doppler variance provides more detailed vasculature than Doppler OCT. Later, Liu et al. reported an intensity-based Doppler variance algorithm in which Eq. (8) is modified as

\[
\sigma^2 = \frac{1}{T^2} \left\{ 1 - \frac{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} |f_j(z) \cdot f_{j+1}(z)|}{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{j=1}^{N} |f_j(z) \cdot f_j^*(z)|} \right\}.
\]

From Eq. (9), the calculation of Doppler variance is no longer dependent on the phase of \(f_j(z)\), as demonstrated in Ref. 33, which generates cleaner picture than Doppler variance and Doppler OCT when the phase of the system is not stable due to, for example, time jitter in the SS-OCT system.

### 2.2 Ultrahigh-Sensitive Optical Microangiography Based on Complex Optical Coherence Tomography Signal

The above-mentioned Doppler domain processing method explores the changes in signal frequency exerted on the phases of OCT signal in the k-ω space after taking Fourier transform of the B-scan data along scanning axis (note that this is not in the depth direction). Mathematically, such approach assumes that the changes in the magnitude of Eq. (1) are not considered in the formulation of the problem. For this to be valid, the tissue reflectivity at depth is required to be constant over the time during probe scanning. This condition would be fulfilled only when
the flow and tissue are optically homogeneous. However, in practice, the tissue and blood flow are optically heterogeneous, leading to a fluctuation in the reflectivity of tissue, i.e., $r_S(z)$ is a function of scanning time. Indeed, this is the cause of frequency broadening of the background tissue, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Therefore, the overlapping of broadened background frequency components due to heterogeneous optical properties and small Doppler effect due to slow moving particles reduces the detection sensitivity to small functional vessels, for example, capillary flows, within tissue beds.

The recent development of OAG comes with much simpler implementation by utilizing a direct subtraction of neighboring B frames acquired in B-M mode known as ultrahigh-sensitive OMAG. In OMAG, instead of operating on phase or intensity alone, the subtraction is performed directly upon the raw spectrum in $k$-space followed by Fourier transform to generate the flow image. The OCT data $I_{OCT}(x, z)$ to generate the angiographic results before Fourier transform is

$$S_{OMAG}(x, k) = S_{i+1}(x, k) - S_i(x, k),$$

(10)

where $S_i(x, k)$ is the $i$th 2-D $k$-space raw data in the slow axis; $x$ is the lateral position in the fast scan direction; $k$ is the $k$ space component. This operation is equivalent to first taking the Fourier transform of the 2-D $k$-space data and then performing the subtraction considering the fact that the Fourier transform is a linear operation.

$$I_{OMAG}(x, z) = I_{i+1}(x, z) - I_i(x, z),$$

(11)

where Eqs. (10) and (11) are a Fourier transform pair. Therefore, OMAG is regarded as a method based on complex function of OCT signals, and final result is obtained by taking magnitude of Eq. (11). Compared with Ref. 19, the subtraction operation can be approximated as high-pass filtering the data along the slow axis, which is similar to original OAG that performs the filtering along fast axis. Though conceptually similar, OMAG boasts much better sensitivity owing to the increased time interval between two consecutive measurements using repeated B-scans.

The advantages of OMAG over the algorithms utilizing either phase or intensity are as follows. Considering a general case of blood vessel detection, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the moving red blood cells induce both phase and intensity changes in the detected OCT signals. The phase information is obtained by measuring the phase change between adjacent scans, which strongly depends on the incident angle and is sometimes further subject to the phase wrapping problem. Thus, for the case, as indicated in Fig. 2(b), where the majority of blood vessels are nearly perpendicular to the OCT sample beam, for example, in retinal microcirculation, the algorithm based solely on phase information tends to have lower sensitivity. The intensity information is based on the correlation or difference of the pixel values evaluated among repeated measurements, which on the other hand, has difficulty in slow flow detection if the flow only induces the change in phase instead of the change in intensity. The OMAG employs the subtraction of complex numbers, overcoming these problems by operating in complex domain. Hence, it would be expected to result in better results than the methods relying solely on phase or intensity.

In Ref. 34, the authors demonstrated the concept by the use of a SD-OCT system operating at 47-kHz A-scan rate. Each volumetric dataset consists of 1500 B-scans with 128 A-line scans in each B scan covering 2 mm x 2 mm area. The performance of OMAG was demonstrated through in vivo human skin imaging. Compared with OAG, OMAG has much higher sensitivity, leading to an ability to visualize more vascular details. The microcirculation networks at the different depths of skin were visualized in this work. In parallel, Wang et al. presented the capillary networks in retina and choroid using OMAG. One 3-D scan of 3 mm x 3 mm was acquired within 3 s. The detailed capillary networks at different depths of the posterior eye were visualized. A similar algorithm was also proposed by Srinivasan et al., in which the angiogram was obtained by taking the difference of the weighted complex numbers acquired between adjacent B-scans. In this work, the cortical microvasculature in rat model was visualized in vivo and the reorganization of capillary flow was observed.

Yousefi et al. presented an important alternative technique based on multiple signal classification approach to separate the signals that are caused by particle motion from the signals due to the static tissue components. Similar to OMAG, this approach is a filtering technique that was developed upon eigen-decomposition of the received OCT signals, based on the principle of orthogonality. The property of orthogonality gives that the noise subspace eigenvectors of the autocorrelation matrix (or the data matrix) are orthogonal to the signal eigenvectors, or any linear combination of the signal eigenvectors. Based on this property, OCT signal at each spatial location can be modeled as the superposition of signal and stationary and nonmoving structure information, motion signal (mostly influenced by moving red blood cells), and noise (shot noise and system noise). There are two important assumptions in this approach: (1) static signal, motion signal, and noise are independent to each other and can be decomposed into orthogonal basis functions and (2) the static tissue signal is the most dominant portion of the received OCT signal. The latter assumption is, however, a drawback because when there is very strong flow signal present in the OCT signal, the order of the eigenvalues would change and the largest eigenvalue is no longer corresponding to the static tissue signals. Nevertheless, the authors have used this multiple signal classification approach to successfully achieve the mapping of functional microvascular networks within skin tissue in vivo.

2.3 Angiography Based on the Intensity of Optical Coherence Tomography Signal

The second category of the OCT angiography is based on the intensity of the OCT signal, sometimes referring to the magnitude of the right-hand side of Eq. (2). A key advantage of the intensity-based OCT angiography is that it is relatively less sensitive to phase noise, making it particularly helpful in situations where the phase stability of light source is an issue. On the
other hand, however, the removal of phase information in the formulation of the problem may sometimes cause difficulty in cases where the flow induces the change only in the phase of OCT signal, rather than in the reflectivity of the moving particles.

We may describe the intensity or speckle of the OCT signal as the random interference pattern produced by the coherent backscattered light from a random medium. The speckle pattern is associated with the movement of scattering particles in random medium since such movement would cause phase shift in the backscattered light that consequently would lead to a change in random interference pattern.\(^{1,41,42}\) Hence, the temporal and spatial statistics of the speckle pattern contain the information of the motion of the scattering particles. If an OCT image is acquired from a stationary object, the speckle pattern is temporally stationary; in contrast, if an OCT image is acquired from an object of moving particles, for example, intralipid solution, the speckle pattern would vary with time. By analyzing the temporal or spatial statistics of the intensity or speckle from OCT images, blood vessels can be identified. Such contrast mechanism has also a weak dependence, if not totally independent, on the Doppler angle in contrast to Doppler OCT.\(^{43}\)

The first work to our knowledge utilizing the speckle concept for flow detection was proposed by Barton and Stromski\(^{44}\) in 2005 by the use of time-domain OCT system. In this work, the time-varying speckle was manifested as a change in spatial speckle frequencies in OCT image, which was demonstrated to bear information about flow velocity. With the development of FD-OCT, Mariampillai et al.\(^{45}\) used this speckle concept to develop a method called speckle variance OCT, by evaluating the speckle variance in the OCT structure intensity across the desired number of B-scan images, preferably acquired at the same location, using the following equation:

\[
I_{SV} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left( I_{ijk} - \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} I_{ijk} \right)^2, \tag{12}
\]

where \(N\) is the number of B scans, \(j\) and \(k\) are the lateral and depth indices of the B frame images, respectively, and \(i\) denotes the B frame slice index within \(N\). Later, in 2010, Mariampillai et al.\(^{46}\) further evaluated the optimized conditions for speckle variance OCT imaging of microvasculature. They demonstrated through \textit{in vivo} imaging of the dorsal window chamber model (bulk motion being relatively low) and the nonstabilized human finger (bulk motion being relatively high) that in order to achieve a significant level of image contrast, frame rates must be optimized such that tissue displacement between frames is less than the probe beam radius. Hence, in the case of low tissue motion, a high-sensitivity endogenous-contrast microvascular imaging prefers to have large number of B scans while in situations where tissue motion is high, the frame rate during acquisition must be optimized to keep the frame displacements to be less than the beam waist radius. In this work, the image was acquired using a 36-kHz A-scan rate Fourier-domain mode locking (FDML) SS with 800 A-scans in each B-scan covering a 5-mm range. The B-scan repetition number \(N\) was selected to be 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 for a comparison study. Recently Xu et al.\(^{47}\) demonstrated real-time human retinal angiography using speckle variance OCT. Comparing with FA, the density of capillary microvasculature acquired using speckle variance OCT was visibly greater. It was indicated in this work that speckle variance OCT was able to detect microvasculature via intrinsic scattering contrast of red blood cells as they move through the vascular networks in human retina.

Similar to the evaluation of the speckle variance of OCT images, Blatter et al.\(^{48}\) used an FDML SS operating at an A-scan rate of up to 1.68 MHz to calculate the squared intensity difference in logarithm between successive B-scans for microcirculation imaging:

\[
I_{\text{Flow}} = \left[ I(x,y,z) - I(x,y_{i+1},z) \right]^2, \tag{13}
\]

where \(I(x,y,z) = 20 \log[\text{FFT}(x,y,k)]\) and \(x, y, z\) are the spatial pixel coordinates corresponding to fast and slow scanning axis and the depth coordinate, respectively. In this work, the image was obtained with five B-scan repetitions at the same lateral position, each of which consists of 2060 A-scans. Owing to the fast speed of the SS-OCT system, the retinal microvasculature was acquired within a few seconds over \(\sim 48\) deg in a single recording without the need of postimage stitching.

On the other hand, Huang et al.\(^{49}\) later proposed an even simpler scheme to achieve angiography of the retinal vasculature by directly performing subtraction of the OCT intensity between adjacent B-scans as:

\[
I_{\text{Flow}} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} [I_{j+1}(x,z) - I_j(x,z)], \tag{14}
\]

where \(N\) is the number of B-scan repetition, \(x\) and \(z\) are the spatial pixel coordinates in the fast scan direction and depth, respectively. In contrast to Ref.\(^{47}\), \(I_j(x,z)\) refers to the linear magnitude instead of the magnitude in logarithm. The authors in this work used a Cirrus prototype with an SS laser provided by Carl Zeiss Meditec (Dublin, California) to demonstrate the clinical utility of the algorithm. Four B-scans were repeated in each lateral position with 300 A-scans in each B-scan covering \(\sim 3\) mm on the retinal surface. This method has been shown to provide an ability to detect and monitor the abnormal microvasculature in macular telangiectasia type 2 (Mac-Tel2) eyes.\(^{50}\)

Without the use of the motion-contrast concept, Yasuno et al.\(^{51}\) instead proposed a direct intensity-threshold-based angiography, based on the fact that the blood vessels in choroid are often visualized as regions of low signal in the structural OCT images.\(^{52}\) Hence, this simple but effective method is more suited for choroid vasculature imaging.

Alternatively, Jonathan et al.\(^{53}\) proposed a so-called correlation mapping method that was further investigated by Enfield et al.\(^{54}\) Correlation mapping allows for the differentiation of flow regions since static regions usually have high correlation values while flow regions have lower correlation values.\(^{55}\) The correlation mapping parameter between two consecutive frames is calculated as:

\[
I_{cm}(x,y) = \frac{\sum_{p=1}^{M} \sum_{q=1}^{N} [I_A(x+p,y+q) - I_A(x,y)] [I_B(x+p,y+q) - I_B(x,y)]}{\sqrt{\sum_{p=1}^{M} \sum_{q=1}^{N} [I_A(x+p,y+q) - I_A(x,y)]^2} \sqrt{\sum_{p=1}^{M} \sum_{q=1}^{N} [I_B(x+p,y+q) - I_B(x,y)]^2}}, \tag{15}
\]
where $M \times N$ defines the window size for averaging; $IA$ and $IB$ are a pair of neighboring subimages; $\bar{I}_A$ and $\bar{I}_B$ denote the mean values of $IA$ and $IB$, respectively. It is worth mentioning that region where the intensity signal is of low contrast, such as the background, would have weak correlation. Hence, a binary mask based on the structural information has to be applied onto the correlation mapping results to eliminate the low structural intensity regions in final microvascular map. In Ref. 54, this mask was generated by performing a blurring kernel followed by a binary threshold on the structural OCT image.

In addition to the aforementioned intensity-based OCT angiography, Jia et al.\textsuperscript{55,56} proposed a split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation angiography (SSADA), in which the decorrelation (i.e., the inverse correlation) between two consecutive B-scans from the narrowed spectral bands was computed, and all the decorrelation values within certain repeated B-scans were averaged to visualize blood vessels. The concept of decorrelation to contrast blood flow is the same as that of the correlation mapping approach. The employment of split spectrum has formerly been demonstrated (i.e., frequency compounding approach) for speckle reduction in OCT.\textsuperscript{57,58} Based on the fact that the speckle pattern is spectral dependent, frequency compounding approach reduces this spectral-dependent speckle noise in the structural image at the cost of worsened axial resolution. Hereby, such principle is applied to the flow-generated speckle signals. By splitting the full OCT spectrum into several narrower bands, the averaged decorrelation tends to be more (spectral) speckle noise independent. Therefore, it would be expected that the SSADA algorithm should primarily provide an improvement over the existing correlation mapping algorithm through the reduction of spectral speckle noise. It is, however, important to note that the flow generated OCT signal is sensed by all the wavelengths of the light source under either one exposure of the camera employed in spectrometer for SD-OCT configuration or very short acquisition time period (a few microseconds or less) owing to the high sampling speed of digitizers for SS-OCT configurations. Thus, considering the physical condition, for example, the speed of red blood cells, the speckle statistics should remain unaltered among all the split spectra at one exposure, whereas the moving red blood cells would induce time varying speckles, which can often be observed between adjacent A-scans or B-scans.

Nevertheless, the SSADA algorithm has been reported to deliver the ability to contrast blood flow within retina with higher sensitivity than the results not employing split spectrum scheme. In the method proposed by Jia et al.,\textsuperscript{55} the $k$-space raw spectrum was firstly Gaussian filtered into $M$ bands, each of which was then Fourier transformed to generate intensity images. Decorrelation was evaluated based on all these intensity images as

$$D(x, z) = 1 - \frac{1}{N - 1} \frac{1}{M} \sum_{n=1}^{N-1} \sum_{m=1}^{M} A_n(x, z) A_{n+1}(x, z) \left[ \frac{1}{2} A_n(x, z)^2 + \frac{1}{2} A_{n+1}(x, z)^2 \right].$$

(16)

where $M$ is the number of split spectra, $N$ is the repetition of B-scans. It is no surprise from Eq. (16) and correlation theory that the flow would lead to high decorrelation while the static background would generate low decorrelation. However, due to the nature of decorrelation, the tissue region where the signal intensity is low (hence, OCT signals appear random) would also generate high decorrelation. As such, a binary mask is often applied onto the decorrelation map to remove the artifacts from the lower intensity regions. In Ref. 55, the threshold for the mask was set to 2 standard deviations above the mean background value when the sample beam was blocked. The authors in this work demonstrated this method through the in vivo imaging of the human macula and optic nerve head. They showed that SSADA had improved SNR compared to the decorrelation method evaluated using the full spectrum or pixel averaging.

### 2.4 Angiography Based on the Phase of Optical Coherence Tomography Signal

The first demonstration of OCT blood flow imaging based on phase information dated back to Doppler OCT using the time-domain OCT in 1997, in which the flow monitoring was based on the fact that the Doppler shift in backscattered light induced by moving objects is additive to the carrier frequency associated with the reference arm.\textsuperscript{59,60} Doppler broadening due to moving particle is observed, which has been utilized to measure the transverse blood flow velocity.\textsuperscript{60} Short-time Fourier-transform algorithm was applied upon the time-dependent detector signals to obtain the improved estimation of the localized Doppler spectra from which the mean velocity of the scatters can be evaluated. With the advent of FD-OCT, the first Doppler OCT was reported by Leitgeb et al.\textsuperscript{61} and White et al.\textsuperscript{62} respectively, in 2003. The blood flow information was acquired by evaluating the changes in phase between adjacent A-line scans since the phase information, as indicated in Eq. (1), is readily available in FD-OCT. The velocity of the scatters can be calculated from

$$v(z) = -\frac{\Delta \Phi(z, \tau)}{4\pi n},$$

(17)

where $\Delta \Phi(z, \tau)$ and $\tau$ are the phase difference and the time interval between two A-line scans; $\lambda$ is the central wavelength of the light source; $n$ is the refractive index of the tissue. It is noticed that the above efforts were focused on the measurement of blood flow velocity by using the Doppler effect imparted by moving particles. 3-D angiographic imaging, however, is subject to substantial motion of the sample, for example, human eye movement during the scan, especially when acquisition times of several seconds are often required for volumetric imaging.

Due to this fact, the first in vivo noninvasive OCT angiography, to the best of our knowledge, was not reported until 2006 by Makita et al.\textsuperscript{63} for retinal imaging. The authors in this work reported two mechanisms that were employed to overcome the sample movement in axial direction: (1) compensation of the axial shift between adjacent A-line scans within one B-scan frame using histogram based bulk motion Doppler shift compensation; (2) compensation of the motion between neighboring B-scan frames using the cross-correlation of particular A-lines. After motion compensation, the angiography was obtained as the average of Doppler OCT and power Doppler that was defined as the power of the phase difference between adjacent A-line scans $[\Delta^2 \Phi(z, \tau)]$. In this work, the image was acquired at A-scan rate of 18.7 kHz with 1024 A-lines within one B-scan. The histogram-based bulk motion compensation was based on the assumption that the motion-induced phase difference would be at maximum count in the histogram of the phase differences between two adjacent A-line scans. In other words, at least half
of the pixels above noise level within one A-line are not flow, which is generally valid. This useful histogram-based bulk motion compensation has been widely adopted in the most recent OCT angiographic approaches, where the phase information of the OCT signal is utilized.

Later, a dual-beam scanning strategy was proposed in Doppler OCT to improve its sensitivity to measure the blood flow.64,65 In a brief detail, two individual sample arm beams from two sets of SD-OCT systems are combined such that there is a small horizontal offset between each beam at the sample surface. The Doppler OCT is performed based on these two data sets. The use of two individual SD-OCT systems relaxes the constraint of the requirement of dense A-line scans while providing flexibility to select the time separation between the two sample beams, hence the velocity measurement range. However, two identical SD-OCT systems are required for this concept, which increases system cost and complexity.

Doppler OCT utilizes the phase resolved information to provide the velocity of flow. By doing so, the requirement of dense A-scans would normally be reinforced such that the compared points in adjacent A-lines must be sufficiently close so that the speckle is reasonably correlated for each pixel,51,64,65 or simply put, the magnitude in Eq. (1) being relatively constant. This fact limits the time interval for the phase difference calculation between two measurements, making it difficult to image the small functional vessels with relatively slow blood flows, for example, the capillary vessels. This is because to visualize the slow blood flows, it would require relatively longer time interval according to Eq. (17). Another critical reason for the difficulty in slow vessel visualization is the scanning protocol of the dense A-line scans.24 The evaluation of phase change at each depth z between adjacent A-line scans is under the assumption that this change is caused solely by the moving scatterers within sample. However, even though the adjacent A-line scans are sufficiently close, the variation of refractive index between the successive A-lines will inevitably lead to undesirable small phase changes due to the heterogeneous properties of tissue, which would overlap with the small change in phase due to slow flow, leading to a reduction in detection sensitivity to slow flow. Furthermore, Doppler OCT signal depends critically on the beam incident angle, which limits its detectability in many ways, for example, in the imaging of retinal blood vessels, where the orientation of most retinal blood vessels is almost perpendicular to the incident probe beam.66,67

In 2007, Fingler et al.68 proposed the use of phase variance between adjacent B-scans to visualize transverse flow and later proposed the phase variance-based volumetric microvascular imaging of human retina.23 The phase variance is calculated as

\[ I_{pv} = \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \left[ \Delta \Phi_i(x, z) - \frac{1}{N-1} \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \Delta \Phi_i(x, z) \right]^2, \]  

(18)

where \( N \) represents the repetition number of B-scans; \( x \) and \( z \) denote the lateral position and depth, respectively. By properly choosing the repeated scanning along the B-scan, i.e., B-M scan, the time separation between phase measurements is significantly increased. As a consequence, the sensitivity to slower flows is dramatically increased even though the velocity information of the flow is lost due to phase wrapping. By using phase variance instead of phase-resolved difference, the vasculature was visualized with less dependence on vessel orientation and flow velocity. In Ref. 69, the authors acquired the data with an A-scan line rate of 25 kHz. Each 3-D dataset was composed of 1000 B-scans with each consisting of 125 A-line scans over 1 mm. Later Kim et al.25 reported a faster system with image acquisition at 125-kHz A-scan rate and larger field of view for human retinal circulation imaging. In this work, the phase variance OCT angiography was also compared with fundus FA images.

Similarly, Vakoc et al.71 proposed to use amplitude-weighed phase variance to monitor tumor microenvironment in vivo in which each phase difference was weighted by the magnitude of the average signal at the pixel before the variances were calculated. The amplitude weighting would minimize the phase decorrelation artifacts due to the background optical heterogeneity and reduce the motion artifacts due to for example respiration and muscular contractions.24 After complicated post-processing procedures, the authors were able to present images of tumor angiogenesis in mouse brain. Alternatively, Kurokawa et al.70 proposed the use of Doppler power imaging with adaptive optics in which the image pixel value is determined by the squared power of Doppler shift \([\Delta \Phi(z, \tau)]\). While the flow contrast mechanism is the same as those reported previously, the use of adaptive optics would result in an increased lateral resolution for vascular imaging.

### 2.5 Potential Future Directions of Technical Development in Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography

The above sections summarize the different OCT angiographies based on phase, magnitude, or both (i.e., the complex function) of the OCT signals. Each method has its own merits due to its unique physics and mathematics behind the flow contrast mechanism. It would be interesting in future to investigate a case where more than one algorithm is employed in one integrated method, leveraging the advantages offered by each algorithm. Some of the reports in literature have already started to investigate the potential benefits being offered by synergistically integrating different algorithms into one effort to improve the angiographic results.

In 2009, Wang et al. proposed a so-called Doppler OMAG (DOMAG)23 which combine the OAG/OMAG19 with Doppler OCT. The traditional Doppler OCT suffers from heterogeneous tissue background that limits the detection of slow flows as mentioned in Sec. 2.3 but provides velocity information of the flows. However, OAG successfully suppresses the tissue background by separating the flow from the static background at negative and positive depth planes, respectively, by using Doppler domain processing, although the flow velocity is lost. The DOMAG takes the advantages of both Doppler OCT and OAG/OMAG. For the implementation reported in Ref. 22, the scanning protocol is exactly the same as Doppler OCT, where each B-scan consists of 1500 A-line scans covering 2.5-mm length. After each B-scan was acquired, the k-t space raw data were transformed to k-ω space using Fourier transform along t direction. In k-ω space, the OCT data were first high-pass filtered to reject low frequency components due to heterogeneous background, which was then synthesized with an artificial DC component mimicking ideal homogeneous tissue background. Inverse Fourier transform was then applied along ω direction followed by traditional Doppler OCT processing procedures to generate DOMAG flow image. It was demonstrated through phantom and in vivo mouse brain with
intact skull that DOMAG was able to generate the velocity-resolved angiogram with reduced background noise. Using the same dataset, DOMAG boasts a 15-fold lower phase noise level, leading to a much more detailed vasculature when compared with Doppler OCT alone.

Recently, Choi et al.\textsuperscript{73} reported an improved blood vessel network imaging of \textit{in vivo} human skin using OMAG with a correlation mapping mask. The rationale behind this approach is that in OMAG, the residue signals of high intensity static background might be comparable to regions of small blood vessels in the angiograms, while correlation mapping has a weak dependence on the structural intensity due to the normalized calculation. Thus, it would be expected that a combined use of these two approaches would result in a better image contrast in terms of the visualization of functional vascular network within tissue. After the structural data were acquired in B-M mode, the authors in this work first employed the correlation-mapping algorithm to generate a binary mask data based on intensity thresholding, which was then applied to mask the results of OMAG to generate the final angiograms. It was demonstrated through \textit{in vivo} human skin tissue in Ref. 73 that the use of OMAG together with a correlation mapping leads to higher SNR than using OMAG or correlation mapping alone. A similar idea was also proposed by Huang et al.,\textsuperscript{74} in which the results of OMAG were weighted by the pixelwise decorrelation coefficient. By the use of this combination, it was demonstrated through clinical data from patients’ eyes that the hyperreflective foci in retina can be efficiently removed, indicating its potential clinical values of such approach.

Most recently, Zhang and Wang\textsuperscript{75} proposed a novel feature space-based optical microangiography method (fsOMAG) in which the flow and static background were effectively differentiated in the feature space, leading to the essential suppression of angiographic signals from the static background. In brief, after the OMAG results were obtained, each pixel in the angiogram was projected onto a feature space utilizing the structural intensity signals. The $x$ axis of the feature space denotes the ratio between the flow intensity and the structural intensity ($I_{flow}/I_{structure}$), and the $y$ axis denotes the logarithm to base 10 of the structural intensity $[\log_{10}(I_{structure})]$. As demonstrated in Ref. 75, the two groups, namely flow and static background, were well classified on the feature space. The rationale behind this work is that the evaluation of the difference between two repeated measurements as flow contrast is sometimes affected by the structural intensity such that pixels with higher intensity tend to result in higher signal in the angiogram than pixels with lower intensity under otherwise the same condition. By employing the structural intensity as an extra parameter for flow identification, the fsOMAG was demonstrated to have improved performance over OMAG through phantom experiments and \textit{in vivo} human retinal imaging.

In future, we expect to see more algorithms that combine more than one contrast mechanisms to achieve better image contrast of OCT-based angiograms, facilitating the quantification of vascular involvement in diseases.

### 3 Quantitative Comparisons

Due to the rapid development of OCT-based angiography technique, we realize that it would be hard to evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of various existing algorithms based on currently existing literature. Although different algorithms have been demonstrated with promising results in the literature, it is clearly difficult to compare their relative strengths and weakness due to various factors that may impact results, performance, and image quality. Those factors include, but may not be limited to: (1) the capabilities and specifications of hardware imaging platform that each study employed, e.g., speed, sensitivity, SS-OCT versus SD-OCT (sensitivity rolloff), wavelength, system phase stability, etc; (2) patient selection for the study, e.g., normal and various diseased eyes; (3) besides the flow-contrast algorithm, there may involve various postprocessing steps, such as segmentation, 2-D or 3-D filtering, motion correction, etc., to arrive at the final results; and (4) there may involve some preprocessing steps before the flow-contrast algorithm is used to contrast the blood flow, such as motion correction prior to interframe analysis. So far, there has been no systematic study to be able to objectively compare the merits of different OCT angiographic algorithms without unintended biases that may have been caused by the factors listed above. Hence, it is critical to be able to evaluate the relative performance and results of different OCT angiographic algorithms without being restricted by any of these limitations.

For the reasons stated above, in this section, we attempt to compare the performances delivered by several recently proposed algorithms by using the datasets captured from the same retina of human subjects using the same imaging platform. The same datasets were used for each algorithm to derive the microvascular networks innervating retina. Preprocessing to prepare the dataset before and postprocessing after applying flow-contrasting methods were identical for each algorithm compared. In this way, we would be able to somewhat remove the limitations caused by the above mentioned variables in the evaluation. The algorithms that are evaluated in this section include OMAG,\textsuperscript{34} speckle variance,\textsuperscript{43} phase variance,\textsuperscript{70} SSADA,\textsuperscript{45} and correlation mapping.\textsuperscript{54} Due to the B-M mode scanning, some algorithms, which require repeated A-line scans in each B-scan, such as Doppler OCT,\textsuperscript{60} Doppler variance,\textsuperscript{32} and DOMAG,\textsuperscript{22} were not included in the comparison.

To have the datasets for comparison, we used a 67-kHz Cirrus 5000 HD-OCT angiography prototype system (central wavelength = 840 nm, and bandwidth = 45 nm) (Carl Zeiss Meditec Inc, Dublin, California) to capture the raw data from the subjects enrolled in our existing clinical study. Briefly, the scanning protocol included an angiography scan pattern that was used to generate a volumetric data over a 2.4 mm x 2.4 mm area centered at fovea. Each single B-scan was composed of 245 A-scans. For each A-scan, 1024 sampling points were generated along a 2.0-mm axial scan depth. Four consecutive B-scans were acquired at each fixed transversal location before the scanning probe moving to the next transversal location on the retina surface. A total of 245 transversal locations, locating ∼9.8-µm apart, were sampled. The time difference between two successive B-scans was roughly 3.7 ms, which corresponds to a B-scan acquisition rate of 270 B-scans per second. One normal subject and one subject diagnosed with DR were included in this comparative study. The Institutional Review Board of University of Washington and ethics committee approval was obtained for the clinical investigational study, and the informed consent was obtained from all subjects before imaging. This study followed the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and was conducted in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act.

In the evaluation, OMAG was implemented using Eq. (11). From four repeated B-scans, three subtractions were performed...
between adjacent B-scans, which were then averaged to give the final angiographic results. Speckle variance and phase variance were implemented using Eqs. (12) and (18), respectively. SSADA algorithm was implemented using Eq. (16), where the number of split spectra was selected as 4. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of each Gaussian bandwidth filter was one quarter of the FWHM of the spectrum received by CCD camera employed in the spectrometer. Correlation mapping algorithm was implemented using Eq. (15), where a 3 × 3 window size was employed for pixel averaging. Thus, unlike SSADA, which also relies on decorrelation, both lateral and axial resolutions are reduced in correlation mapping algorithm. For all the tested algorithms, the sample motion was compensated based on the cross-correlation of adjacent B-scans within each set of repeated measurements. For OMAG and phase variance methods that involve phase evaluation, the histogram-based phase compensation was employed.63 For phase variance, SSADA and correlation mapping methods that require an intensity thresholding mask to eliminate the false angiographic signals from the low intensity regions, the same mask was applied to exclude the angiographic results from the areas with intensity less than 10 dB above the noise floor.69,72

The angiograms of the retinal blood vessel networks from the normal subject were illustrated in Figs. 3(a)–3(e) using OMAG, speckle variance, phase variance, SSADA, and correlation mapping, respectively. It is clear from Fig. 3 that each algorithm provides an ability to visualize the vascular network within the retina but to a different clarity, i.e., contrast. Among the methods compared, the OMAG and speckle variance arguably give better visual results.

From the physiology and anatomy, it is known that the retina tissue is perfused with well-organized and hierarchical vascular plexus that are served to supply the necessary nutritional substances to the different layers of retina. From this aspect, the retinal layer was segmented into two distinct physiological layers, i.e., inner and outer layers, for further detailed comparison. The inner layer covers a layer from anterior retina (i.e., inner limiting membrane) to inner nuclear layer, while the outer retina is from outer plexus layer to outer nuclear layer. To do segmentation, custom-designed semiautomatic segmentation software was used on the available OCT volumetric dataset, the results of which were applied to all the algorithms in concern to generate the depth-resolved angiograms. Figures 4 and 5 illustrated the inner retinal blood vessel network and outer retinal blood vessel network, provided by these methods. Both Figs. 4(a)–4(e) and 5(a)–5(e) correspond to the results obtained using OMAG, speckle variance, phase variance, SSADA, and correlation mapping, respectively. Visually, OMAG delivers the best results for both the inner and outer retinal layers, in terms of noise and vessel connectivity.

Next, we evaluated the performance of each algorithm in contrasting the retinal microvessels, judged by three metrics: vessel connectivity, image contrast, and SNR. In doing so, it is ideal to have a ground-truth flow map, which is, however, unavailable for in vivo studies. To solve this problem, we opted for leveraging the images generated by all the algorithms in concern, with which we produced one image by averaging them together with a treatment of giving equal weight for each individual algorithm. The resulted image was then taken as the “ground truth,” from which a vascular mask made of skeletonized vessel network with 1 pixel width (equivalent to ~10 μm) was generated, using the morphological operation proposed in Ref. 77. Figure 3(f) illustrates the skeletonized vascular network mask M(x, y). The vessel connectivity is defined as the standard deviation of the intensity of angiogram that is exactly coregistered with the mask M(x, y), as indicated in Eq. (19):

\[
\text{Connectivity} = \text{std}[I(x, y)|_{M(x, y) = 1}],
\]

Fig. 3 The performance comparisons. (a)–(e) The blood vessel network in normal human retina visualized by optical microangiography (OMAG), speckle variance, phase variance, split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation angiography (SSADA), and correlation mapping. (f) The capillaries selected as in yellow to evaluate the connectivity of the angiogram.
where $I(x, y)$ denotes the angiogram. The lower this value is, the better mapping performance can an algorithm deliver regarding the connectivity of the angiogram.

The image contrast of the angiograms is defined as

$$\text{Contrast} = \frac{\text{Mean}[I(x, y)|M(x, y) = 1]}{\text{Std}[I(x, y)|M(x, y) = 1]}$$

(20)

where $\text{Mean}[I(x, y)|M(x, y) = 1]$ denotes the mean value of the angiogram intensities on the vascular network mask, as illustrated in Fig. 2(f), and $\text{Std}[I(x, y)|M(x, y) = 1]$ denotes the standard deviation of the intensities on the mask.

The SNR of the angiogram is defined by

$$\text{SNR} = \frac{\text{Mean}[I(x, y)|M(x, y) = 1]}{\text{Std(\text{background})}}$$

(21)

where $\text{Mean}[I(x, y)|M(x, y) = 1]$ denotes the mean value of the intensities on the vascular network mask, and $\text{Std(\text{background})}$ denotes the standard deviation of background intensity. To define the background area, a thickened vascular network mask was generated based on Fig. 2(f) with pixel width comparable...
to the width of large vessels, such that the pixels outside this mask can be considered as background area.

The evaluation of the above three metrics was then performed on the OCT angiograms obtained by each algorithm, as shown in Fig. 3. The results are tabulated in Table 1, where it is indicated that OMAG delivers the best performance overall, at least using the dataset acquired in this study. We suspect that such performance may be delivered by the full use of information content available in OCT signals, i.e., its magnitude and phase information. Comparatively, phase variance approach provides the least performance in terms of vessel connectivity and image contrast while correlation mapping gives the least performance in terms of SNR. We understand that the comparison study requires a thorough and systematic investigation by the use of properly designed phantoms as well as in vivo imaging results. Thus, the results given here may be limited to the dataset used in our study. Future systematic study is therefore warranted.

Next for the pathological case, the data of a subject diagnosed with DR were processed. The DR is a leading cause of blindness in American adults. The fluorescein angiogram of the patient was illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The scanned area for OCT angiography comparisons was denoted by the white dashed box in Fig. 6(a) and zoomed and displayed in Fig. 6(b). Figures 6(c)–6(g) illustrate the angiograms of retinal blood vessel network using OMAG, speckle variance, phase variance, SSADA, and correlation mapping, respectively. Similar to the comparisons in normal subject, OMAG probably leads to the best visual results, which provided a best match with the gold standard fluorescein angiogram, as shown in Fig. 6(b).

The computational cost is another important factor for each algorithm indicating its practicability. Hereby, the time needed to process one lateral position; hence, four repeated B-scans were evaluated for each of the compared algorithms coded with MATLAB processing language run on a laptop with Intel Core i7 processor. The results were listed in Table 2. It is indicated from Table 2 that OMAG, speckle variance method, and phase variance method have small computational cost compared to SSADA and correlation mapping due to the use of simple subtraction operation. For SSADA, the longer time needed is caused by the multiple decorrelation calculations as a result of split spectrum, and for correlation mapping, the pixel averaging leads to the increased time.

### 4 Conclusion

OCT-based angiography, as one of the most attractive functional extensions to the current popular OCT imaging modality, has been reviewed. The review divided the various OCT-based angiography algorithms into three categories by considering the data type employed for imaging, including the complete (i.e., complex), the intensity and the phase of available OCT signals. The principle of each algorithm has been described with special attention given to the most recently reported and popular ones, including OMAG, speckle variance, phase variance, SSADA, and correlation mapping. A comparative study was performed, which assessed the performances of these methods using the clinical datasets captured from a normal and a pathological retina. From this study, we conclude that among the compared algorithms, complex OCT data based approaches, such as OMAG, may provide the best visual result of retinal microvascular networks in terms of imaging contrast, vessel connectivity, and SNR, most probably owning to the full use of OCT signals. We hope that this review has achieved its purpose to give a general survey on the reported OCT angiography technologies with their blood flow contrast mechanism for those readers, who are interested in the OCT-based angiography.

---

**Table 1** The connectivity, contrast, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) comparisons among each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OMAG Speckle Variance</th>
<th>OMAG Phase Variance</th>
<th>OMAG SSADA</th>
<th>OMAG Correlation mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>0.1693</td>
<td>0.1761</td>
<td>0.1972</td>
<td>0.1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrast</td>
<td>3.3602</td>
<td>2.7863</td>
<td>2.0191</td>
<td>2.7276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNR</td>
<td>3.8165</td>
<td>3.3517</td>
<td>2.7282</td>
<td>2.9538</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: OMAG, optical microangiography; SSADA, split-spectrum amplitude-decorrelation angiography.

**Table 2** The computation time from each algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>OMAG Speckle variance</th>
<th>OMAG Phase variance</th>
<th>OMAG SSADA</th>
<th>OMAG Correlation mapping</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Time (s)</td>
<td>0.0149</td>
<td>0.0150</td>
<td>0.0152</td>
<td>0.231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 6** The performance comparisons using the dataset captured from a subject diagnosed with diabetic retinopathy. (a) Fluorescein angiogram where the scanned area is marked with dashed square box, (b) zoomed fluorescein angiography image corresponding to the area for OCT angiography, (c)–(g) The retinal blood vessel network visualized by OMAG, speckle variance, phase variance, SSADA, and correlation mapping.
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